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THE GLOSS, the glossy lifestyle magazine brand, is the ultimate in
 stimulating reading for a discerning, affl uent audience. 

THE GLOSS suite of products provides ways to reach and infl uence 
whoever you need to persuade.
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THE GLOSS 
UNIVERSE
BRAND FOOTPRINT AND AUDIENCE  |  2022

THE MIX MAGAZINETHEGLOSS.IE

JANUARY 2022 / ¤4

?whatcanwedo

Eat more 
greens

+

Trish Deseine 
adopts a 
cleaner, 

greener diet

New chicgeekThe

How we can be 
climatarians and 

still enjoy fashion, 
food and travel 

THE GLOSS suite of products combines editorial quality and innovative 

advertising formats to reach and infl uence a powerful and loyal audience of 

affl uent decision-makers: universal audience 475,549 (source; Kantar TGI 2021 RoI 

Survey/Irish Times Reader Panel survey 2021/Publishers statement 2021)

PRINT 
THE GLOSS: Large format glossy circulated on the 
fi rst Thursday of the month with The Irish Times, 

Ireland’s authoritative broadsheet
179,000 AVERAGE ISSUE READERSHIP
290,000 POTENTIAL READERS OF THE IRISH 
TIMES ON PUBLICATION DAY
(Kantar TGI 2021 RoI Survey)

THE GLOSS & THE MIX: Newsstand format glossy on 
sale in more than 3,500 retail outlets nationwide with 
additional editorial content on sale all month, 365 

days of the year.

17,500 AVERAGE ISSUE READERSHIP 

THE GLOSS INTERIORS: Large format glossy 
circulated biannually in April and October with The 
Irish Times and newsstand format on shelf for April/

May and October/November

248,200 AVERAGE ISSUE READERSHIP 
(The Irish Times reader panel survey) 

DIGITAL 
E-Paper edition available all month on 
irishtimes.com is free to access across all 

devices to subscribers of irishtimes.com

13,612 MONTHLY READERS

Thegloss.ie: Ireland’s only premium 
female-focused website
142,137 MONTHLY TOTAL AUDIENCE
(Google Analytics 2021)

SOCIAL REACH
Instagram 34.5K | Facebook 16.1K | Twitter 22.4K 

| Newsletter 14K

TOTAL AUDIENCE = 87K

GLOSS EVENTS
The Gloss X Goodbody Investment Club; Look The 
Business fashion and networking events; Wine 
Dinners; Wedding Salon; THE GLOSS Beauty and 
Interiors Events; Investment Dinners
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THE GLOSS  
PRINT AUDIENCE
BRAND REACH  |  2022

THE GLOSS Magazine has more ABC1 readers than all other Irish glossy magazines combined. 
Our stylish and affluent readers are more likely to spend on luxury, spending ¤211.2m in 2021.

 
Research on THE GLOSS INTERIORS shows that our readers spent ¤74.5m on professional 

services and materials to carry out home improvements and ¤11.8m on their gardens. 60% of our 
readers will keep the magazines for future reference and 86% say THE GLOSS INTERIORS is a 

valuable source of information.

Our readers are influential – more likely than the average Irish adult to convince friends and 
family to purchase.

Kantar TGI 2021 RoI Survey/Irish Times Reader Panel Survey 2021/Publishers Statement 2021 

PRINT AUDIENCE

TOTAL AUDIENCE 333,412 readers monthly  

(THE GLOSS + (THE GLOSS INTERIORS) + THE GLOSS & THE MIX + E-PAPER)

AVERAGE ISSUE READERSHIP 179,000

CIRCULATION PRINT FORMATS 73,319  

Print and E-paper editions

AGE PROFILE 106,000 readers aged 25-44 

ABC1 80,550
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THE GLOSS 
DIGITAL AUDIENCE
ONLINE ADVERTISING AND SOCIAL MEDIA OPPORTUNITIES  |  2022

THEGLOSS.IE

TOTAL AUDIENCE 142,137 

AVERAGE MONTHLY PAGE VIEWS 118,030

AVERAGE MONTHLY UNIQUES 55,137

DWELL TIME 1.19 MINUTES

SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWING

TOTAL AUDIENCE 87K

INSTAGRAM 34.5K 

FACEBOOK 16.1K 

TWITTER 22.4K 

NEWSLETTER 14K SUBSCRIBERS
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PARTNERSHIP &  
BESPOKE PRODUCTIONS
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS  |  PRINT AND DIGITAL

THE TASTE OF SUMMER:
INFUSED WITH HEATHER

14 BOTANICALS
HEATHER 
JUNIPER

ORANGE PEEL
LEMON PEEL
WILD THYME
RED CLOVER

BLACKTHORN
 BILBERRY

 SEA FENNEL
CINNAMON

ORRIS ROOTS
CORIANDER SEEDS

CUBEB BERRIES
BITTER ORANGE

NOW AVAILABLE AT SELECTED SUPERVALU, 
CENTRA AND OFF-LICENCES NATIONWIDE

    GRACEOMALLEYSPIRITS          @GRACEOMALLEYSPIRITS     WWW.GRACEOMALLEYGIN.COM

THE GLOSS offers advertisers the opportunity to create unique multi-channel 
promotions and advertorials, competitions, reader events, sponsorships, 
branded video content and branded newsletter opportunities.  

        GRACEOMALLEYSPIRITS          @GRACEOMALLEYSPIRITS     GRACEOMALLEYSPIRITS          @GRACEOMALLEYSPIRITS     

ADVERTORIAL (PRINT)

TARGETED POST
NATIVE ARTICLE (DIGITAL)

SOCIAL CAMPAIGN
BANNER AD

V
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TRENDS

AUTUMN 
IDEAS

From spice colourings to spiral staircases and textured 
walls, here are the autumn/winter interior trends 

you need to know about now ...
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Looking to update a tired chair? The 
creamy-white plush bouclé upholstery 
trend continues to dominate (the 
soft-textured trend started with Eero 
Saarinen’s Womb chair in 1946). 
Check out Caolino bouclé by Dedar, 
Argo 2 by Raf Simons for Kvadrat and 
Granit L9347-01 by Larsen. 
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Ivory Stature bouclé chair, 
¤299; www.cb2.com.

Rich colours and darker woods. After the madness of 2020, 
designers are gravitating towards warm, rich colours and 
woods that convey a sense of cosiness and comfort. Think 
burnt orange, rust red, rich walnut, moss green and ochre.

SPICE TRAIL

CLOUD-LIKE UPHOLSTERY

Black beauties

Asteria table lamp, Umage, 
¤331; www.amara.com.

Sonica table lamp, ¤227.38;
www.hickenlighting.com.

Hebe lamp, Ferm Living, ¤235; 
www.industryandco.com.

 TABLE LAMPS

Terrazzo’s renaissance continues ... Right now, 
large-format (scaled up) marble-chip terrazzo in a 
kaleidoscope of colours is suddenly everywhere. 
This vibrant nougat-like material is decorative, 
inexpensive, hard-wearing and long-lasting.

XL TERRAZZO

creamy-white plush bouclé upholstery 

Argo 2 by Raf Simons for Kvadrat and 

EDITORIAL 
ENVIRONMENT
IMPACTFUL + INSPIRING  |  PRINT AND DIGITAL
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Ankle-grazing capes 
and cloaks took 
centre stage at the 
autumn shows, chic 
alternatives to a wool 
winter coat. Pair with 
sweaters, trousers 
and boots for an easy 
daytime look. 
For added wow factor, 
choose interesting 
colours and textures 
like tweeds, stripes and 
statement colours. 

Pleated skirts are 
seasonless and 
therefore keep coming 
back for winter and 
summer. This skirt 
– knife-pleats are 
smartest – will work 
as workwear but when 
styled with chunky 
boots or shoes and a 
great knit, can also be 
the epitome of casual 
good taste.

fter comfortable sweats and loungewear have prevailed for 18 months, 
AW21 collections are landing in stores and boutiques. Some of the 
usual suspects are back (plenty of black, knitwear, smart tailoring), 
but dramatic capes, luxe sequins, and super-bright tones are some of 
the new autumn trends you can start getting amped up about now.

2021 | THE GLOSS MAGAZINE | 

PLEATED SKIRTS

CAPES & CLOAKS

Easy, elegant and eminently wearable: take your socially 
distanced front row seat for the hot fashion trends of  AW21

seasonnew 
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BEAUTY

he best new products can offer comfort and joy, as in real 
pleasure, for our skin and our spirits. Trialling L’Occitane’s 
rebooted Immortelle Reset Serum, one of our The GLOSSiest 
beauty panellists reported that she “looked forward” to 
putting it on each night. And a great product, from a buttery 

lip balm to a velvety body cream, can be simply about sheer pleasure. Not 
everything is dedicated to a frantic mission to delete all signs of age – which 
is, anyway, a lost cause. 

From a mountain of autumn arrivals, there are a handful that get gold 
stars. Some are literally golden: L’Occitane’s Youth Hand Cream (below) 
is, for me, one of their finest creations yet (¤26, ie.loccitane.com); it feels 
so divine you want to cover your entire body with it. For a bigger budget, 
Chanel’s new Sublimage body cream, with its soft vanilla scent, is an 
indulgent way to cosset your sun-dried skin. 

The opposite of comforting? The insidious idea that we all need foreheads 
as smooth as Nicole Kidman’s. I read yet another online piece where an  
expert (read practitioner) recommends we start injecting our faces in  
our 20s. This push for so-called “preventative” Botox is not supported by 
scientific evidence. It’s a marketing term that’s rarely questioned, even  
though many doctors now say that starting young may have adverse 
 effects. We all have enough insecurities. Instead, beauty can be a “fix”  
in a positive way, a treat, rather than “correcting” something about yourself 
that’s somehow deemed to be imperfect. Choose that which lifts you up 
rather than knocks you down. n 

Notes
Beauty
by Sarah Halliwell

1. TAKE A MOMENT 
As evenings get shorter, there’s 

nothing like a good bath. Irish family 

business Max Benjamin, famous 

for its high quality candles, has 

launched a bath and body collection 

dedicated to relaxation. There are 

restorative Bath Salts (¤27) with 

vetiver and bergamot essential oils, 

and an exfoliating Sage Scrub (¤35), 

both with magnesium to relieve 

stress. And the luxurious Lavender 

& Chamomile body cream (above) 

is as comforting as beauty products 

get. The vegan formulas are made 

in Ireland using entirely natural 

ingredients. www.maxbenjamin.com.

2. SMALL BUT MIGHTY 

Try two brilliant natural West Cork 

beauty brands Warrior Botanicals is 

now known as Daughters of Flowers. 

Reidin Beattie’s carefully crafted 

botanicals continue to epitomise 

“slow beauty”, with a fresh Tess 
of the d’Urbervilles aesthetic. Her 

potions and tinctures celebrate Irish 

plants and offer a gentle alternative 

to mass-produced beauty; www.
daughtersofflowers.com. I’m also 

excited about upcoming Modern 

Botany arrivals, including a cleansing 

cream; www.modernbotany.com. 

3. STRONG SKIN 

A good serum can enhance and 

strengthen your skin. Shiseido 

Ultimune is a concentrate of 

antioxidants designed to support the 

skin. Recently upgraded, Ultimune 

3.0 offers a seasonal kickstart (from 

¤95). Meanwhile, doctor-led line 

Augustinus Bader has launched its 

first serum (¤320) and also an eye 

cream; both refillable. 

Finding solace in beauty

COMFORT & JOY 

4. FLAWLESS FINISH 
Staying skin-focused, we’re keeping 

foundation light. Sisley’s Phyto Teint 

Nude (¤75), in 18 shades, delivers 

a lovely sheer finish, perfect for 

skin that’s on the dry side. Clarins 

Skin Illusion SPF15 is a light and 

silky option for a glowy look (¤35, 

counters nationwide). 

5. COLOUR FOCUS 

For a dash of uplifting colour that 

lasts, Chanel Ink Fusion Second-Skin 

Intense Matte Liquid Lip Colours 

(¤36) are a glam option. And 

Catrice’s enhanced nude nail shades 

go well with darker clothes – under a 

fiver, at pharmacies and Penneys.

6. SPOTLIGHT ON THE GLOSSIEST 

Our independent beauty panel, The 

GLOSSiest, has been busy trialling 

new launches, including Aveeno’s 

oat-powered haircare: read honest 

feedback at www.thegloss.ie. One 

panellist, Jen Cullinan, is an intensive 

care nurse; her skin is challenged by 

constant mask-wearing. She tried 

Boots No7 Protect & Perfect serum 

earlier this year: “I really loved the 

serum as it left my skin feeling so 

soft with a lovely glow. I have since 

bought it again. I struggled 

with problem skin in my 

early 20s, and spent a 

fortune on skincare and 

treatments. I have become 

extremely picky about which 

products I include in my 

regime. I now use La Roche 

Posay’s Cicaplast Recovery 

Balm instead of my usual 

moisturiser and have seen a 

huge improvement in 

my skin.”
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FASHION

hat went through your head as you queued at the vaccination centre this summer, 
along with hundreds of others? Wishing the pandemic under control, climate 
change, wayward teens, isolated elders, fraught holiday plans ... OR “All these 
women are EXACTLY the same age as me – do I look older/frumpier than they?” 
As the queue snaked around the centre, an inner monologue: “She looks cool, 

I love that parka” ... “Oh dear, those terrible trousers with toggles” ...“Could I pull off sock boots?” ... 
“If I could just lose ten pounds” ... But mostly “I never, ever, want to be called frumpy. Here’s a guide to 
de-frumping your autumn wardrobe ... before you have to queue up again for your booster ...

Observing hundreds of other women of exactly the same age at the vaccination 
centre this summer got us thinking ...“How do I look?” Cool and current or, 

yikes, FRUMPY? Aislinn Coffey has tips and tricks...

A smart blazer is the ultimate outfi t 

completer piece. If your go-to blazer isn’t 

tailored to fi t you with a slimmish profi le 

that’s chic enough to wear day or night, 

it’s time for an upgrade.

JACKET SHAPE UPDATE
A jacket or blazer is the sartorial glue that 

will hold your look together, so, to keep 

you out of the frump zone, it’s important to 

pay real attention to fi t. Short, waist-grazing 

jackets are a defi nite no-no. Opt for well-cut, 

just slightly oversized, single or double-

breasted blazers and jackets; look for the 

length to hit somewhere around mid-hip 

and opt for just a slightly defi ned waist. 

This season, as well as black, you’ll fi nd that 

tones are relatively soft and safe and self-

belted blazers are on trend. Buyer beware 

of frumpy fabrics. While velvet is a young 

woman’s fabric these days, be careful 

how you wear it. 

ONE STEP AHEAD
Swapping out boots and shoes for cool 
sneakers in the autumn, even if you are 
dressing up, gives your whole look a 
more youthful edge. Invest in cool 
designer trainers from the likes of 
Golden Goose or Margaret Howell.

BLOUSE BEWARE 
Keep things in the blouse department 

modern and simple. Think classic cuts made 

in a luxury fabrics with modern detailing, 

as opposed to ruffl es or chiffon. Choose 

a palette of colours that work for you and 

keep it in mind when you’re shopping. Layer 

creatively; swap out a pretty blouse for polo 

or turtle-neck with an athleisure edge. 

Bring some lighthearted accessories 
into your wardrobe, they’ll really add 

personality to your look. Je Vois Rouge 
bag, ¤1,190; www.christianlouboutin.

com. Victorian Diamond and ruby dove 
brooch, ¤2,750; www.courtville.ie.

STYLE INSPIRATION
1. Black wool double-
breasted blazer, 
Totême, ¤550, at 
Brown Thomas. 
2. Black wide-leg 
pull-on wool trousers, 
Theory, ¤250, at 
Arnotts. 3. V Logo 
printed stretch-jersey 
turtle-neck top, ¤490; 
www.valentino.com.
4. White leather 
sneakers, Golden 
Goose, ¤445; www.
havanaboutique.com.

Italian fashion 
designer Maria Grazia 
Chiuri, 57. After Fendi, 
Grazia Chiuri spent 
17 years at Valentino 
before becoming 
creative director at 
Dior. Her her 24-year-
old daughter Rachele 
Regini is her muse.

Coronation 

Street’s 

infamous 

dowdy 

character 

Hayley 

Cropper, 

age 56. 

DE-FRUMP
YOUR JACKET

NO MORE NUDE You’ve worn 
the same lip colour for years. 

Consider warming it up a bit for 
autumn: soft, lip-conditioning 

bareMinerals Mineralist LipGloss-
Balm in Wonder (pictured top 
left) is a great halfway house, 

more than a lip balm but not at all 
harsh or drying on lips. ¤24.50, at 

counters nationwide. SH

BEAUTY TIP

ACCESSORIESde

FRUMPY

STYLISH

A smart blazer is the ultimate outfi t 

completer piece. If your go-to blazer isn’t 

tailored to fi t you with a slimmish profi le 

that’s chic enough to wear day or night, 

it’s time for an upgrade.

JACKET SHAPE
A jacket or blazer is the sartorial glue that 

will hold your look together, so, to keep 

you out of the frump zone, it’s important to 

pay real attention to fi t. Short, waist-grazing 

jackets are a defi nite no-no. Opt for well-cut, 

just slightly oversized, single or double-

breasted blazers and jackets; look for the 

length to hit somewhere around mid-hip 

and opt for just a slightly defi ned waist. 

This season, as well as black, you’ll fi nd that 

tones are relatively soft and safe and self-

belted blazers are on trend. Buyer beware 

of frumpy fabrics. While velvet is a young 

woman’s fabric these days, be careful 

how you wear it. 

ONE STEP AHEAD
Swapping out boots and shoes for cool 
sneakers in the autumn, even if you are 
dressing up, gives your whole look a 
more youthful edge. Invest in cool 
designer trainers from the likes of 
Golden Goose or Margaret Howell.

BLOUSE BEWARE 
Keep things in the blouse department 

modern and simple. Think classic cuts made 

in a luxury fabrics with modern detailing, 

as opposed to ruffl es or chiffon. Choose 

a palette of colours that work for you and 

keep it in mind when you’re shopping. Layer 

creatively; swap out a pretty blouse for polo 

or turtle-neck with an athleisure edge. 

DE-FRUMP
YOUR JACKET

FRUMPY

STYLISH
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Black beauties

Asteria table lamp, Umage, 
¤331; www.amara.com.

Sonica table lamp, ¤227.38;
www.hickenlighting.com.

Hebe lamp, Ferm Living, ¤235; 
www.industryandco.com.

 TABLE LAMPS

Terrazzo’s renaissance continues ... Right now, 
large-format (scaled up) marble-chip terrazzo in a 
kaleidoscope of colours is suddenly everywhere. 
This vibrant nougat-like material is decorative, This vibrant nougat-like material is decorative, 
inexpensive, hard-wearing and long-lasting.
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SHOPPING
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As we move back indoors to entertain, we’re 
taking nature with us, embracing earthy, 
autumnal hues and loving a more relaxed, 
wholesome vibe. Inside we replicate the 
transience of our outdoor set-ups. Even the art, 
sans frame, feels non-committal, as though we 
might move it, as we would a chair. Not too crisp 
stonewashed linens, tinted glass and sculptural 
shapes in tones of sage, black and burgundy 
harmonise beautifully. Wood, concrete, dense-
pile rugs and decorating with seasonal fruits 
like pomegranates, figs and apples make for a 
nature-inspired table. It looks human. It has 
texture. And it’s fresh.

NATURAL GOODNESS

Going 
Organic
Dining accessories for relaxed suppers on autumn nights

Black marble serving bowl, 
¤49.95; WWW.ZARAHOME.COM.

Black Deja metal 
candlesticks, ¤52; 

WWW.SEASALT.IE.

Eden-Rock birch, 
cherry wood, 
brushed brass and 
marble dining table, 
Sacha Lakic, ¤7,420, 
at ROCHE BOBOIS, 
Beacon South 
Quarter, Sandyford, 
Dublin 18. 

Olive green Stoense 
dense-pile rug, ¤50, 
at IKEA. 

Green washed linen 

tablecloth, Prem
ium

 

Collection, ¤49.99; 

W
W

W
.HM.COM.

Inku stoneware 
side plates, 

SERAX, ¤85 for four; 
www.matchesfashion.com.

Gyula paper 
placemats, POMAX,

¤10 each, at 
Brown Thomas. 

Bagel glass vase and 
candle holder, ¤59; 
WWW.ARTICLE.IE.

Vicarage Gate interior matt 
emulsion, ¤30.50 a litre; 

WWW.COLOURTREND.IE.

Black No 811 beech 
and cane chair,

TON, ¤1,100 for two; 
www.designknb.com.
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FOOD

f all the French dinner party 
codes I have become accustomed 
to, and grown to love, the 
tradition of bringing pudding 
your hosts’ gathering is perhaps 

my favourite. Although it is not considered good 
manners to suggest such a thing to brand new 
acquaintances, or, say, your boss – might you be 
suggesting they’re not be capable of cooking an 
entire meal? – for friends it is quite acceptable, 
and often a godsend for both you and them. 

The sweet custom is further strengthened 
by the persistent fallacy that dessert is a mere 
afterthought in a meal, an optional, frivolous 
add-on to the altogether more noble savoury 
starter and mains. But it only takes a few 
minutes in the Sunday morning queue at my 
local pâtisserie, to see just how much care and 
pride goes into the cakes chosen as gifts to all 
the dutiful cooks grappling away with roast lamb 
or chicken. 

To me, dinner plans start with dessert, and 
then I work backwards. I know I’m not alone 
in this way of doing things, and I enjoy sharing 
the greedy fellowship of The Sugar Club with 
many friends and followers, even if they rarely 
speak up too loudly in these sugar-phobic times. 
I know that, if dessert is good, then any mishaps 
before it is served have a greater chance of 
being forgotten. There’s also 
the regressive pleasure of 
spoiling your guests when you 
make an effort around the last 
thing they will taste before 
leaving your table. That said, 
I am careful not to hijack their 
appetites, especially if they 
have succumbed to second 
helpings during the previous 
courses (or rehearsals, as I call 
them). I always make sure there is a slight dessert 
kit aspect to my sweet offerings, in the form of 
fresh fruit, either as is, or in a light compote, all 
in a separate bowl. Cream, custard and all sweet 
sauces are certainly copious, but always on the 
side, to be refused or (more usually) re-served. If 
I have made a cake or a tart which needs to be cut 
à table, I always serve smallish slivers, and then 
quickly offer top-ups to anyone who still has that 

glint in their eye as they finish up every crumb of 
their first serving. 

Recently, I have taken to serving a new creation 
– an Eccles-ish tart, spicy, buttery and rich, served 
with cream in its pure dessert form, but also 
alongside a slab of good cheese, and fresh grapes 
and figs as an option. This is a handy way of 
dodging the plates and cutlery-heavy cheese and 
salad course – still expected at most of my French 
dinners – but does mean you need to be careful 
about not serving too heavy a starter and main. 

Unsurprisingly, perhaps, my French girlfriends 
(yes, even the Parisiennes!) all share my love of 
plentiful, decadent desserts. And are delighted to 
have me bring something sweet when I’m invited. 
As my wine cellar is definitely less than impressive, 
and finding original presents somewhat 
complicated in Deep France, I am always more than 
willing to oblige with a crowd-pleasing pavlova or 
gooey chocolate cake. It’s important, however, to 
make things as easy as possible for your hosts, by 
not forgetting to bring the accompanying cream, 
coulis, fresh fruit or crunchy topping and ensuring 
you have the required serving dish to hand. If you 
value the friendship at all, remember that, unlike 
flowers, wine or chocolates, your responsibility 
for dessert does not end when you deposit it in the 
kitchen upon arrival. 

Another advantage to the participatory approach 
to dessert in my food circles, is 
that usually one or more of the 
guests will have literally gone 
the extra mile to buy something 
really special, just for the fun of 
discovery. In France, you are never 
far from a local speciality, dessert-
wise, and every pâtissier worth 
their salt will have a signature 
cake. Flan à la vanille from Bayeux, 
Paris-Brest from Bellême or any 

number of exciting, new season creations from the 
Parisian friends arriving for a few days will always 
be on display. 

It’s such a good idea to leave room for dessert. 
And when all the offerings, be they home or 
professionally made, are spread out buffet-style 
for everyone to help themselves, it’s like the 
party is starting all over again. ^ @TrishDeseine

@trishdeseineencore

Opposite of
Afterthought
Trish Deseine always offers to bring dessert which she 
considers the starting point of a good supper

TO ME, DINNER 
PLANS START 

WITH DESSERT, 
AND THEN I WORK 

BACKWARDS ...

O

For 8
30 minutes preparation
35–40 minutes baking

• 2 ready-made puff pastry circles, 25cm or more 

• 300g cranberries or raisins

• 100g currants

• 50g barberries or sour cherries 

• 50g dried mixed peel 

• Grated zest of a lemon and half an orange

• 2 tsps ground mixed spice

• 2 tbps rum, brandy or whiskey (optional) 

• 75g melted salted butter 

• 200g light muscovado sugar

• 1 egg white

• 3 or 4 tsps demerara sugar

ECCLES-ISH TART

I’m lucky to have a couple of excellent 
ready-made puff pastry suppliers near 
me, and good pastry definitely makes a 

difference here, so do seek it out. 
I like to mix and match the dried fruit, going 
for plumper options like cranberries, or fruit 
with more sourness, like barberries or dried 
cherries. This is a wonderfully well-behaved 
tart, so don’t worry about making it well in 
advance, the flavours will develop better. 
Just make sure you leave it in a dry place, 
to avoid that gorgeous crunchy surface 

from absorbing any moisture. Cheese-wise, 
it pairs well with a characterful Hegarty’s 
cheddar, pungent Durrus or even a good 

creamy Young Buck. 

1. Heat the oven to 180°C.

2. Put all the ingredients except the egg white 

and demerara sugar into a bowl, mix well and 

leave the fruit to soak for 20 minutes or so.

3. Fill a 24cm (or larger) tart tin with the 

pastry, either leaving it on the paper 

surrounding it, or buttering and dusting 

the tin with flour.

4. Spread the tart filling over the base. 

5. Lay the second round of pastry on top, 

flattening it over the fruit, and pinching the 

edges shut. Brush the surface with the egg 

white, scatter generously with sugar and make 

small 5cm or so slashes all over the top of 

the tart.

6. Bake for 35 minutes, until golden and crisp 

all over. Check the tart around 30 minutes, if 

the top is too dark, cover with silver foil and 

let the rest cook properly.

7. Remove from the oven and serve warm with 

cream or ice cream, or at room tempearture 

with some good cheese and fresh fruit.

FOOD & TRAVELFASHION & SHOPPING

BEAUTY INTERIORS

THE GLOSS MAGAZINE

them). I always make sure there is a slight dessert 
kit aspect to my sweet offerings, in the form of 
fresh fruit, either as is, or in a light compote, all 
in a separate bowl. Cream, custard and all sweet 
sauces are certainly copious, but always on the 
side, to be refused or (more usually) re-served. If 
I have made a cake or a tart which needs to be cut 

, I always serve smallish slivers, and then 
quickly offer top-ups to anyone who still has that 

their salt will have a signature 
cake. Flan à la vanille from Bayeux, 
Paris-Brest from Bellême or any 

number of exciting, new season creations from the 
Parisian friends arriving for a few days will always 
be on display. 

It’s such a good idea to leave room for dessert. 
And when all the offerings, be they home or 
professionally made, are spread out buffet-style 
for everyone to help themselves, it’s like the 
party is starting all over again. ^ @TrishDeseine

@trishdeseineencore

4. Spread the tart filling over the base. 

5. Lay the second round of pastry on top, 

flattening it over the fruit, and pinching the 

edges shut. Brush the surface with the egg 

white, scatter generously with sugar and make 

small 5cm or so slashes all over the top of 

the tart.

6. Bake for 35 minutes, until golden and crisp 

all over. Check the tart around 30 minutes, if 

the top is too dark, cover with silver foil and 

let the rest cook properly.

7. Remove from the oven and serve warm with 

cream or ice cream, or at room tempearture 

with some good cheese and fresh fruit.
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TRAVEL

f Europe’s cities had launched a campaign 
back in 2019 claiming that, for one year 
only, they were going local, stopping most 
cruise ships, slashing hotel rates, blocking 
long-haul travel and opening access to their 

museums and galleries, I’d have visited them all. 
Now those cities are in flux, transitioning from 
being local-only to welcoming tourists, while the 
whole continent keeps its fingers crossed for next 
year. This is a once-in-a-lifetime chance to see our 
postcard cities without the masses. Just a couple 
of hours on a plane can launch you back in time. 
I’ve rarely wanted to be a tourist but when the 
shutters came down last year, I dreamed of well-
trodden paths, not getting off the beaten track. 
  
COPENHAGEN
Copenhagen has long felt like a crystal ball to a 
hopeful future but never more so than this year when 
tourism had just reopened and, for the first time in 
an age, I saw the faces of the people who work in 
restaurants. Free controlled testing – antigen and 
PCR – is part of everyday life for Danes. You don’t 
need to walk far to find a ventilated testing tent and 
a platoon of hazmatted peeps keeping outbreaks 
in check. 

I was working but when I wasn’t I was walking. 
Haring through Copenhagen on its famous whizzing 
superhighway of bike lanes isn’t actually the best 
way to be a tourist. I am not sure how often I have 
visited the Danish capital but on this trip I walked 

down past Ofelia beach to see the Little Mermaid 
for the first time. The tide was flooding beside me 
and a breezy private armada was heading out to sea. 
I tried every food stall at Broens Gadekøkken, took 
my time around Torvehallerne, lunched on smørre-
brød, at the brilliant Selma and had the same, with 
a kick of akvavit, at Sankt Annæ Gade. I even waited 
up for the Tivoli Garden fireworks not knowing – 
not used to being a tourist – that they sounded 
like a replay of Desert Storm.

The maskless yet careful Danes, with 
their ever-changing outstanding food and 
preternatural disposition towards good service, 
meant I felt that I could breathe more freely than 
any time since March last year. Visit to get a feel 
for best-in-class sustainable outdoor culture 
that’s in our future and for the lovely feeling of 
being poolside at the new Villa Copenhagen.

Capital
Gains

It’s a good time to visit Europe’s quietened capitals. 
Copenhagen, Nice and London delight Tim Magee 

THIS IS A ONCE-
IN-A-LIFETIME 

CHANCE TO SEE 
OUR POSTCARD 
CITIES WITHOUT 

THE MASSES.

COPENHAGEN

Villa Copenhagen Hotel

NICE 
From there I flew to Nice, where the lanes of the old 
town were wall-to-wall plein air dining, jammers 
with French. My age group – the middle one – was 
near absent, instead it was all 18-25-year-olds and 
grannies. I saw few phones on tables. Talking, 
like walking, seems very trendy now. I heard just 
one native English speaker, few Italians and the 

only Russian I saw 
was anchored off the 
headland at Antibes in 
what looked like the 
Chrysler Building at sea 
– Sailing Yacht 1. Not the 
usual oversized Bond 
villain speedboat but 
a three-masted equal 
feat of engineering and 
ignorance, brutal but 
beautiful. Fortunately 

that kind of tourist and those dreaming of being 
like him were elsewhere, as was Nice’s prom parade 
of stencilled facial hair-heads crawling around in  
gaudy Lambos.

Not having nor wanting a boat, I moored myself 
in balmy narrow backstreets in each of Armand 
Crespo’s gaffs – lunch at Bistro d’Antoine, dinner at 
Le Comptoir du Marché and the beautiful Bar des 
Oiseaux – trying to lean into the accent enough to 
order pastis and pissaladière without breaking the 
locals-only spell. 

NICEVilla Copenhagen Hotel

Le Negresco Hotel
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EVENT 
PARTNERSHIPS
IMPACTFUL EVENTS  |  PRINT AND DIGITAL

CHAPTER ONE BY GAGGENAU

GOODBODY INVESTMENT CLUB

THE KITCHEN GUIDE IN 
PARTNERSHIP WITH SIEMENS

THE GLOSS X Goodbody 

Funds Night In Investment Club 

aims to impart solid financial 

knowledge and encourage 

members’ confidence in their 

personal investment stratetegy. 

But it is also designed to 

show you just how much fun

you can have while investing, 

particularly if your investment 

portfolio reflects your own 

passions and interests. Far from 

being too limiting a strategy, 

investing in the things you love 

is a very good place to start 

an investment portfolio. At 

THE GLOSS, where beautifully 

designed and made items 

are close to our hearts, it is a 

strategy we fully endorse. 

Do you adore designer 

fashion, or furniture from a 

particular era? Do you enjoy 

researching art or antiques? Do 

you find fine jewellery, vintage 

or new, fascinating? Then 

why not invest in these areas, 

enjoying beautiful things while 

they appreciate in value? 

At our first event on October 

13, Claire-Laurence Mestrallet, 

Head of Jewellery at Adams,

will give fascinating insights into 

the vintage jewellery market. 

At subsequent events, Meg 

Randell of Bonhams will reveal 

the value in designer handbags 

(who knew a pre-loved Hermès 

Birkin could sell for ¤130,000?), 

Jody Wainwright of Boodles 

will talk about one of our 

favourite things – diamonds – 

and THE GLOSS Wine Editor 

Julie Dupouy will share stories 

of women and wine. For a full 

calendar of events and experts, 

see page 49.

FINANCIAL ADVICE

s Goodbody’s Head of Wealth, 
it’s my job to help all investors 
succeed and grow their wealth. 
My entire career has been 
centred around finance and 

wealth management and I absolutely believe 
everyone needs to understand how to invest.

Investing is a vital part of creating long-term 
financial comfort and decent retirement savings. 
We tend to be far behind our male counterparts 
when it comes to levels of income at retirement 
stage and much of this disparity is as a result 
of women having very few investments. I’m 
really keen to ensure that we women take far 
greater control of our finances and close this 
investment gap. Not only will this mean greater 
financial freedom but it will translate to a far 
better quality of life and wellbeing.

I know that women are increasingly interested 
in buying stocks and shares, but often lack the 
knowledge and confidence to get started. At 
Goodbody, we are committed to addressing 
this and are actively reaching out to women to 
become more engaged with this process.

I am genuinely delighted to be involved in 
the creation of the THE GLOSS X Goodbody 
Funds Night In Investment Club as it will give 
members the chance to dip their toe in the water 
without taking on risk. Participants will get the 
chance to buy and sell virtual stocks, create a 
fantasy investment portfolio and benefit from 
investment education and tips on how best to 
invest. Hopefully there will be a lot of laughs 
along the way. We look forward to the first event 
on October 13. 

Investing and wealth management can be a stressful topic for women, 
with traditional channels somewhat blind to women’s needs. THE 
GLOSS X Goodbody Funds Night In Investment Club will create an 
opportunity to help women make the most of their money, advising 
them on practical financial planning, showing how best to construct a 
robust investment strategy and improving their overall financial fitness. 
During six virtual events, Goodbody investment experts will cover topics 
including financial literacy, share picking and investments, retirement 
planning, inheritance, and creating a rainy day fund for unexpected life 
events. You will be encouraged to believe in your abilities, and to have the 
confidence to take the next steps. Join up! For more details, see page 49.

GLOSSY INVESTM
ENTS

Invest in yourself

Michelle O’Keefe,
Head of Wealth Advisory 

at Goodbody.

Michelle O’Keefe, Head of Wealth Advisory at Goodbody –
Ireland’s fi rst female Head of Wealth – believes women 

must boost their fi nancial knowledge

 “THERE’S SO MUCH 
PUBLICITY AROUND 
THE GENDER PAY 

GAP, BUT THE GENDER 
INVESTMENT GAP 
IS ALSO REALLY 

IMPORTANT TO SOLVE 
IF WOMEN ARE 

GOING TO BE IN MORE 
CONTROL OF THEIR 

FINANCIAL WELLBEING 
AND HAVE 

CHOICES IN LIFE.”

HELENA MORRISSEY, DBE 

Founder of the 30% Club, author 

of A Good Time To Be A Girl.

FUNDS NIGHT IN 
THE GLOSS x Goodbody

INVESTMENT CLUBA
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Join

GLOSSONOMICS

Cash in the bank is earning zero or 

negative interest, a situation that 

is encouraging many savers to 

become investors. Tread carefully, 

arm yourself with knowledge and 

seek trusted advice as low interest 

rates, expensive equities and a 

volatile global environment make 

investing quite the challenge.

wealth management and I absolutely believe 
everyone needs to understand how to invest.

Investing is a vital part of creating long-term 
financial comfort and decent retirement savings. 
We tend to be far behind our male counterparts 
when it comes to levels of income at retirement 
stage and much of this disparity is as a result 
of women having very few investments. I’m 
really keen to ensure that we women take far 
greater control of our finances and close this 
investment gap. Not only will this mean greater 
financial freedom but it will translate to a far 
better quality of life and wellbeing.

I know that women are increasingly interested 
in buying stocks and shares, but often lack the 
knowledge and confidence to get started. At 
Goodbody, we are committed to addressing 
this and are actively reaching out to women to 
become more engaged with this process.

I am genuinely delighted to be involved in 
the creation of the THE GLOSS X Goodbody 
Funds Night In Investment Club
members the chance to dip their toe in the water 
without taking on risk. Participants will get the 
chance to buy and sell virtual stocks, create a 
fantasy investment portfolio and benefit from 

A
Six monthly virtual Funds Night In Investment Club events, October 2021-March 2022

Virtual event on the second Wednesday of every month, 7.30pm-8.30pm 

Take charge of your own financial position, hear from experts on how to invest

Learn to research and analyse stocks and shares

Unlock insights on pensions, inheritance, tax, worst-case scenarios

Guest speakers on investing in jewellery, fashion, wine, diamonds, art and interiors

Play in a monthly Fantasy Share Portfolio Competition, individually or with friends 

Dip a toe in the stock market, share-pick and build a winning portfolio – risk-free 

Win a Grand Prize of a ¤3,000 voucher from Boodles, and spot prizes including luxury stays 

at Cliff at Lyons, Carton House and The Shelbourne Hotel, a fabulous Gaggenau coffee 

machine and lots of other glossy giveaways 

FUNDS NIGHT IN 

This event series takes no account of your personal circumstances and is therefore not an investment recommendation. 
Goodbody Stockbrokers UC, trading as Goodbody, is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Goodbody is a member of

 Euronext Dublin and the London Stock Exchange.

With so much change and uncertainty as we adapt to the new normal, it’s 
never been more important for women to have the confidence and the 

knowledge to take control of their finances. Join our new Investment Club 
and enjoy a series of educational, entertaining online events 

THE GLOSS x Goodbody

WED OCTOBER 13 GETTING STARTED 

• Introduction to the Investment Club and the Fantasy Share 

Portfolio Competition • How to devise a simple investment 

plan • ShareWatch: Three luxury shares to research and track 

• Guest speaker Claire-Laurent Mestrallet, Head of Jewellery 

at Adams, on investing 

in vintage gems. 

WED NOVEMBER 10 TAKING ADVICE

• Financial literacy – knowledge is power • Learn the jargon, 

apply the knowledge – share picking tips • ShareWatch: 

Three sustainable stocks to research and track • Guest 

speaker Meg Randell, Head of Designer Handbags and 

Fashion at Bonhams, on the hidden value in your wardobe 

• PLUS: Fantasy Share Portfolio Competition: Win glossy 

prizes. 

WED DECEMBER 8 FINANCIAL FITNESS

• Retirement – how far will your pension stretch? 

• ShareWatch: Three Irish shares to research and track 

• Guest speaker Wine Editor Julie Dupouy on the art of 

knowing a good wine • PLUS: Fantasy Share Portfolio 

Competition: Check the leaderboard and be in with a chance 

to win glossy prizes. 

WED JANUARY 12 WHERE THERE’S A WILL

• Inheritance – what you need to know • ShareWatch: Three 

tech stocks to research and track • An expert on investing in 

interiors and art • PLUS: Fantasy Share Portfolio Competition: 

How is your portfolio performing? Be in with a chance to win 

glossy prizes. 

WED FEBRUARY 9 IN CASE OF EMERGENCY 

• Creating a rainy day fund: death/divorce/disease – how 

can you prepare? • ShareWatch: Three bluechip stocks to 

research and track • Guest speaker Director of Boodles’ 

Jody Wainwright on the enduring allure of diamonds • PLUS: 

Fantasy Share Portfolio Competition: How is your portfolio 

performing? One last push for Investment Club investors! 

WED MARCH 9 NEXT STEPS 

• Believe in yourself and your abilities and make virtual 

investing become actual investing • ShareWatch: Our 15 

top share performers and why • PLUS: Fantasy Share 

Portfolio Competition: We present the Grand Prize and 

reward the runners-up and the outside-chancers. 

FUNDS NIGHT IN 
EVENTS PROGRAMME 

OCTOBER 2021 - MARCH 2022

Each event will consist of four parts: 
Specialist financial education, top share picks led by 

Goodbody’s expert investment team, updates and tips 
for the Fantasy Share Portfolio Competition, and an 

expert speaker invited by THE GLOSS.

Join
INVESTMENT CLUB

The mission of the Funds Night In Investment Club is to promote education about investing, to encourage 
research and analysis, and to support dialogue on topics that matter to women including pensions, 

inheritance, divorce and illness. All this while having fun, and being in with a chance to win glossy prizes. 
To join, and for further details and terms and conditions see www.thegloss.ie/goodbodyinvestmentclub. 

A booking fee of ¤15 applies, all proceeds to An Cosán. 

CALL TO ACTION

ADVERTORIAL (PRINT) TARGETED POST

 |  PRINT AND DIGITAL

THE GLOSS X Goodbody 

Funds Night In Investment Club 

aims to impart solid financial 

knowledge and encourage 

members’ confidence in their 

personal investment stratetegy. 

But it is also designed to 

show you just how much fun

you can have while investing, 

particularly if your investment 

portfolio reflects your own 

FINANCIAL ADVICE
GLOSSY INVESTM

ENTS
GLOSSY INVESTM

ENTS

Invest in yourself

Michelle O’Keefe,
Head of Wealth Advisory 

at Goodbody.

SOCIAL 
CAMPAIGN

TARGETED POST
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In Aerin Lauder’s summer home, the airy kitchen’s light fi xtures 

are from Ann-Morris, the stools are vintage Francis Elkins, 

the lithograph is by Ellsworth Kelly.

Athena Calderone’s chalky-toned New York kitchen features 

high-quality Calacatta Paonazzo marble counters, navy cabinetry 

and Parisian-style open shelving. 
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Matte and textured materials fi t neatly into this contemporary 

kitchen. Cutting-edge technology places Siemens appliances 

central to the aesthetics of the space. 

In fashion industry insider Jo Farrelly’s open-plan kitchen in Dublin, 

the worktops are Caesarstone and the traditional handmade potato 

scriob basket is by Stable.

INNOVATE WEAVE
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A black and white checkerboard fl oor gives actress Naomi Watts’ 

New York kitchen a retro feel and balances the pared-back, 

grey-blue context.

CONTRAST

THE GLOSS INTERIORS

Is your kitchen in need of an overhaul? Find inspiration THE GLOSS Interiors online kitchen guide. 
Over the years, THE GLOSS and THE GLOSS Interiors have featured hundreds of kitchens. The new 

online 30 Best Kitchens Guide presents our personal archival favourites, along with some exciting new additions ... 
Here are just some of our choices; for the full selection, see www.thegloss.ie/kitchenguide

BEST KITCHENS GUIDE
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

BEST KITCHENS GUIDE
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

www.thegloss.ie 

This dramatic Siematic kitchen is from Arena Kitchens. With clear 

lines and fi ne materials combined with tangible luminosity, the new 

SLX brings lightness to every home. 
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KITCHENS
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In Aerin Lauder’s summer home, the airy kitchen’s light fi xtures 

are from Ann-Morris, the stools are vintage Francis Elkins, 

the lithograph is by Ellsworth Kelly.

Athena Calderone’s chalky-toned New York kitchen features 

high-quality Calacatta Paonazzo marble counters, navy cabinetry 

and Parisian-style open shelving. 
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Matte and textured materials fi t neatly into this contemporary 

kitchen. Cutting-edge technology places Siemens appliances 

central to the aesthetics of the space. 

In fashion industry insider Jo Farrelly’s open-plan kitchen in Dublin, 

the worktops are Caesarstone and the traditional handmade potato 

scriob basket is by Stable.

INNOVATE WEAVE

A black and white checkerboard fl oor gives actress Naomi Watts’ 

New York kitchen a retro feel and balances the pared-back, 

grey-blue context.

CONTRAST

Here are just some of our choices; for the full selection, see www.thegloss.ie/kitchenguide

This dramatic Siematic kitchen is from Arena Kitchens. With clear 

lines and fi ne materials combined with tangible luminosity, the new 

SLX brings lightness to every home. 
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TARGETED POST

ADVERTORIAL (PRINT)

TARGETED POST

READER EVENT

In association with Gaggenau
A NEW CHAPTER

Attend an exclusive Reader Event  
With Chapter One’s Ross Lewis

READER EVENT

Chapter One’s founder and Michelin-star chef  
Ross Lewis will host an exclusive evening with 
Michelin–star chef-patron Mickael Viljanen to 

celebrate their new partnership at Chapter One. 
 

JOIN US for this rare opportunity to hear from 
two of the most influential chefs on the Irish 

contemporary food scene and to enjoy a specially 
designed four-course dinner with wines* in the newly 

designed interior, one of the most unique settings  
and dining experiences in Dublin.  

 
THE EVENT will be held on November 3 2021 at 

7pm at Chapter One, Parnell Square, Dublin 1. 
 

TICKETS are ¤175 per guest to include a champagne 
reception, four-course dinner and wines * and each 

guest will receive a luxury gift from Gaggenau. 
 

PLEASE NOTE numbers are  
limited and bookings must be made via 

 thegloss.ie/rosslewisevent. As availability is based on 
a specific table configuration, please book soon 

 to avoid disappointment. By booking your table  
you are agreeing to comply with Covid-19  

government guidelines. 
 
 

*Each course is accompanied by a carefully matched wine. Alternative or  
additional wines can be ordered from the winelist and paid for separately. 

THE GLOSS

Mickael Viljanen  
and Ross Lewis

READER EVENT

ADVERTORIAL (PRINT)
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2022   AD COPY  IRISH NEWS 
ISSUE   DEADLINE TIMES STAND

JANUARY Climatarian                             DEC 16                    JAN 6                 JAN 7

FEBRUARY Talking Beauty JAN 13 FEB 3 FEB 4

MARCH New Season Fashion FEB 10 MAR 3 MAR 4

APRIL Health and wellbeing MAR 17 APR 7 APR 8

MAY Get Ready for Summer            APR 14 MAY 5 MAY 6

JUNE Summer Beauty     MAY 12 JUN 2 JUN 3

JULY/AUGUST Holiday JUN 16 JULY 7 JULY 8

SEPTEMBER Fashion AUG 11 SEP 1 SEP 2

OCTOBER Accessories SEP 15 OCT 6 OCT 7

NOVEMBER Gifts OCT 13 NOV 3 NOV 4

DECEMBER Christmas NOV 10 DEC 1 DEC 2

INTERIORS Spring/Summer MAR 24 APR 14 APR 15  

INTERIORS Autumn/Winter SEP 22 OCT 13 OCT 14

EDITORIAL 
CALENDAR
PRINT COPY DEADLINES  |  2022
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DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD ¤16,800

FULL PAGE ¤9,450

HALF PAGE ¤5,775 

ONE THIRD PAGE ¤3,360

QUARTER PAGE ¤2,625

DPS INSIDE FRONT COVER ¤19,450

OUTSIDE BACK COVER (OBC) ¤11,550

INSIDE BACK COVER (IBC) ¤11,550

CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY ¤300

INSERTS  RATES ON REQUEST

FULL PAGE  TRIM: W277 X H350 MM  

  + 3MM BLEED

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD  TRIM: W554 X H350 MM 

  + 3MM BLEED 

1/2 HORIZONTAL  TRIM: W277 X H170 MM

1/2 VERTICAL TRIM: W135 X H350 MM

1/3 HORIZONTAL  TRIM: W277 X H114 MM

1/3 VERTICAL TRIM: W90 X H350 MM

1/4 PAGE TRIM: W135 X H170 MM

1/4 STRIP TRIM: W277 X H83 MM

Please ask for special rates for series bookings 

ADVERTISING 
RATES & SPECS
THE DETAILS  |  2022

Channel takeovers x 4 weeksPRINT

DIGITAL

ALL ADS SUPPLIED IN CMYK - NO PANTONE COLOURS 

PDF VERSION 1.3  |  (1.4 CANNOT BE ACCEPTED) 

ALL TRANSPARENCIES TO BE FLATTENED 

ALL IMAGES SHOULD BE 300DPI  |  CROP MARKS AND 3MM   

BLEED TO BE INCLUDED  |  DOUBLE PAGE SPREADS TO BE 

SUPPLIED AS TWO SEPARATE PDFS   

PLEASE SUPPLY COLOUR PROOFS

ALL BANNERS/IMAGES SUPPLIED IN RGB 

TYPE OF FILE ACCEPTED: JPG, PNG, GIF, 

MP4 (IF VIDEO)  | ALL TRANSPARENCIES 

TO BE FLATTENED

HOMEPAGE ¤7,000

FASHION ¤5,000

BEAUTY ¤5,000

INTERIORS ¤5,000

LIFESTYLE & TRAVEL ¤5,000

FOOD & WINE ¤5,000

CULTURE & BOOKS ¤5,000

BANNER ADS ¤1,000

DEDICATED NEWSLETTER ¤1,500

NATIVE FEATURE ¤1,500

SPONSORED POSTS                          ¤750

Channel takeover includes:
TOP BANNER 1390 x 300 px

IN CONTENT BANNER 1390 x 400 px

FOOT BANNER 1390 x 400 px

Sponsored posts: 
MAIN FEATURE IMAGE 1390 x 868 px

FEATURE NATIVE POST IMAGE 1390 x 868 px 

                                                       817 x 440 px

PRODUCT IMAGE 500 x 500px

All digital campaigns supported on  
THE GLOSS Social Channels
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1 Publisher reserves the right to decline or reject any 
advertisement if the content of same is deemed inappropriate.

2 Reproduction quality is at the advertiser’s risk if specifications 
are not met or if material is received after the copy deadline.

3 Advertisements in other than standard sizes are subject to 
publisher’s approval.

4 Orders specifying positions other than those agreed at time of 
booking are accepted on a request basis.

5 Cancellations must be in writing and received prior to the ad 
copy deadline. If bookings are not cancelled prior to the ad copy 

deadline, the advertiser/agent agrees that it will be responsible for 
the cost of such cancelled advertisement.

1 Assets for any digital advertisement or commercial feature must 
adhere to the publishers technical specifications and be delivered 

within the applicable timeframes as agreed. 

2 The advertiser guarantees to the publisher that any information 
supplied in connection with the advertisement or commercial 

feature is accurate, complete, true and not misleading and that 
it has obtained the consent of any living person whose name or 
image is contained in any advertisement or commercial feature.

3 The advertiser accepts that any royalties associated with any 
images or content used in any digital advertisement or commercial 

feature is the responsibility of the advertiser.

4 All advertisements will be free of any viruses.

5 The advertiser guarantees to the publisher that any landing 
page and/or destination site linked to from the advertisements 
(“Advertiser’s Site”) will be legal, decent, honest and truthful.
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